
The thing, that is obstructed by tales of political chaos around the globe, is the news. Each 
day, it is heard tales about failed commonwealths, battles, and illegality. What do you think 
about why some communities and commonwealths are so essentially distinct from others? 
What are the factors that led to the formation of these distinct political systems? 

To respond to these problems, it must be viewed at history and obtain a sincere 
comprehension by comparing the histories of many areas, not only one special 
commonwealth-government. By Francis Fukuyama, it is made precisely that in The Origins 
of Political Order. In this summary, it will be learned by us how our biological inclination for 
the benefit of our families greatly influences the trajectory of political improvement and how 
this happens in separate areas. It will be found out by us which social circumstances caused 
while some governments to thrive, others to fail. 

Chapter 1 - Which social creatures that inherently try to be 
members of a group are human-beings. 

How can our evolution be made meaningful to us? Our evolution from hunter-gatherer to the 
present seems difficult to understand on the grounds of our progress towards life in 
nowadays complicated and organized communities is so great. 

Firstly, it must be understood by us that we are social things. Due to making collaboration 
with our relatives and others around us, we develop ourselves. 

What derives from our kin choice is our natural socialization, so we assist human-beings 
regarding the percentage of genes we own with others. For instance, people tend to help 
their sisters/brothers more than their cousins. While we own 50 percent of our genes with 
our sisters/brothers, we just share over ten percent of genes with our cousins, and of course 
we tend to assist those without a blood tie. 

Thanks to mutual sacrifice, our social inheritance is also shaped. This defines that we are 
polite to human-beings who have treated us well beyond kinship boundaries in the past. In 
the Prisoners' Dilemma which is the classic game theory experiment, it is selected by two 
players to either collaborate or sell each other in the river. In reoccurred rounds, it is every 
time helped by the players those who collaborated in the past, not those who tricked them 
before. Proved that a family comes first, friends are near to come second. 

It is also inherently followed by us the procedures of the groups to which we appertain to 
because we desire to be admitted. What is pretty subtle due to our high smart as a kind is 
this process. 

Whereas our minds become more and more complicated, transcendental thought is 
improved by us. It is created theories concerning our globe by us to give us a feeling of 
control and comprehension. 

What encouraged the creation of transcendental faiths and religion that assist to make our 
social groups more harmonious and give us something to live with is that. It was looked for 
by us for a social title, not just financial sources. 



Ultimately, the improvement of politics was guided with the help of these changes. By 
distinct social groups with separate gods, flags, or races, it was battled to preserve their 
position in the globe. These affiliate groups can be strongly persistent. What is still very 
significant to us is group identification - biologically, we tend to it. 

Chapter 2 - Although families settled tribes together in ancient 
societies, there was a lack of centralized authority. 

Nearly 10,000 years ago, it was started planting and cultivating crops permanently by 
people. With this growing community density, people were forced to shape more organized 
social groups beyond close families named tribes. 

It is given rise to early patterns of justice and real estate ownership by tribes. What was 
described by the family and ancestral connections was justice, and a higher third party was 
not found to adjudicate whatever discussions. 

The first tribal code where now Germany demonstrates this. In 600 AD, automatic indemnity 
had solved the discussions. Therefore, providing that your teeth were broken by an 
opponent tribe member, they might need to defray four shillings for each broken tooth. 

The quantity of indemnity was connected to the social situation of the sacrifice. Hence, a 
killer was going to pay more to kill a free individual than a helper/servant. 

Even today, the marks of this system can be seen by us. In present-day Melanesia, what 
belongs to groups that share a general ancient-parents is almost all lands. If sources from 
the earth are desired to extract by any person, it must be a group-decision it means that the 
whole group must agree - it is not the "judge" or the manager to conclude. 

Historically, it was ultimately started to battle each other by the tribes while İndividuals' 
appetite for strength grew. But there had still been a lack of a central authority that could 
keep the compromise or regulated laws in the battle between the tribes. 

It could have stayed united in the face of severity within a powerful social union by tribes. 
What assisted them to overpower their enemies, and accomplish more sources and females 
from other groups were that. Also, the individual faithfulness they sensed was motivated by 
them when they assisted any other to keep alive. 

For instance, it was gathered to win Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and the totality of 
China in only over a century by the Mongol tribes. Although the initial victory was enormous, 
the imperial couldn’t be kept alive since the lack of centralized authority or clear leadership 
subrogation in the group of tribes. Although it pursued battles opposite each other, expecting 
to win extra power by the men of Genghis Khan’s family, it just speeded up the empire’s 
drop. 



Chapter 3 - Although the initial governments arose due to 
family power, they likewise steadily fought it. 

It can be dreamed by you that the prime modern governments formed by the Enlightenment, 
the Protestant Reformation, or the Industrial Revolution. The initial situations are very old 
and what is very more complicated is the actual story. 

It was China where the first provinces were established. Even though there were 23 people 
in 770 BC, they were joined after a violence incorporation process. 

The disagreement between Confucianism and Legalism was one of the main problems of 
the combination of battles. By Confucians, it was given priority to family and custom. It was 
wished power to be relied on merit by the lawyers. 

Many individuals battled and were dead in these battles. For sending bigger and more 
efficient militaries, it was needed to further centralize their sources and power to gain the 
higher hand by the governments. 

Because of these wars, not only were states financed by taxes that pushed civil 
bureaucracies to build, but the Chinese community was flashily transformed. What borrowed 
those efforts more easily than Confucianism was legality. 

Legality has led to many different basis alterations. Registration of families was done and 
survey tax was implemented for grown-up men. What was gotten from royal families and 
massively distributed again was the terrain. Things that became standard were dimensions 
and literary language. 

In 221 BC, thanks to centralized government power over the rest, the wars were finished. 
Qin Shi Huangdi, was an ultra-prepotent imperial, was a ruler. 

The principles of Law were implemented by Qin Shi Huangdi. Rather than protecting 
conventional noble families, it was created an official class faithful to the government by him. 
He hired his managers through exams. The bureaucracy includes wages, advances, and 
career occasions. What no longer mattered was the bonds of local tribes. 

The person who was also a megalomaniac dictator was Huangdi. The classical Confucian 
books were demolished by him and scientists were burnt while breathing.120,000 families 
were pushed to come closer to the metropolis for easier viewing by him. 

Because of riots and protests, it was eventually caused by the fall of Huangdi's dictatorship, 
and it was reverted to the family-founded, Confucian nature of past communities by 
individuals. 

What lightens individuals' inherent inner-senses to support their relations is that early battle. 
It will be kept going to shift both kin-relied and merit-based social systems by Chinese 
empires. 



Chapter 4 - Although dyne kept going to a powerful social array 
in India, it prevented government-building. 

Nowadays, it is India which is the globe's most crowded democratic country, but this is a 
nearly novel improvement in its records. 

What was enhanced in India before political or economic opinions were social and dyne 
opinions. What originated in India nearby 900 BC was Brahmanic dyne. It concentrated more 
on nature instead of focusing on human's ancestors. 

With Brahmanic religion, a fresh type of social hierarchy has risen. Priests were the first 
comers, then fighters, then traders and peasants. What was divided into castes that were 
free from the government but linked to one another was the community. 

For instance, cobblers only made a wedding with other shoemakers of their caste. Moreover, 
proving that a confectioner fought with a banker, he could have the tile makers not tiling the 
banker's home due to the tile-maker and confectioners were parts of the equal large caste 
and were in solidarity. 

The persons who were perceived as protectors of divine rule were religious leaders, 
therefore they were above the government. In case, the individuals who don't know how to 
read and write were many political heads. Due to the training being controlled and restricted 
by Brahmins, ignorance was high. 

By priests, it could be either also given or withdraw the country's legitimacy, therefore, even 
by kings, it was submitted to them. Hence, it was almost improbable to establish a central 
state because of this. 

Due to the lack of centralization, it was also expressed that India could not enhance a 
powerful army. Which class was a tiny, exclusive elite attached to priests was the warrior 
one. By the priests, although legitimacy was given to them, they did not rationalize them. 

As a result, it could not be mobilized or controlled self-governing castes and villages by the 
government. When cavalry and archery were started in different areas, chariots and 
elephants had still been used in the Indian army. India was soon vanquished by the Greeks 
and followed by the Muslims. 

By some imperial powers like Mauryan and Ashoka, although it was directed to join much of 
the subcontinent, it never lasted long. Political bureaus stayed connected by family bonds. 
The place where there was still a lack of a centralized bureaucracy, standardization, and 
base like ways, or canals was the government. Powerful organizations such as the 
monotype punitive code were not made out until the United Kingdom colonial era. 

Chapter 5 - What impermanently balances family faithfully in 
the Middle Eastern governments was army slavery. 

What do you think about the Middle East? There are found two major empirical systems: the 
Mamluks and their epigone, the Ottomans. By them, while it was perfected army slavery, 



weakened the power of family and tribal bonds by being sure that the army strength of 
people served just one generation for a time. 

"Mamluk" originally meant a type of fighter-slave handled by the different Islamic sultans. By 
male kids who had no bonds to the sultanate, it was taken captive from far away areas such 
as Armenia or Sudan and were grown up as elite fighters faithful to the sultan. Also, the 
people who had eunuchs were appointed as an educator. The fighters-slaves were blocked 
from owning families, so like the mighty eunuchs who trained them, it was transferred by 
them to subsequent generations and remained entirely dependent on the government. 

By sultans, it was set this policy to win political tribalism. What assisted the Mamluks and 
following the Ottomans, who embraced the exact policy, converting highly centralized globe 
powers was power transferred from slave to slave, not from father to son. The Ottomans 
named the fighters-slaves Janissaries and ruled not only the military but also the Ottoman 
kingdom. Those were mostly separated from Christian relations and turned to Islam. 

However, it could not be destroyed the legacy or escape the collapse of imperialism by even 
these practices. 

In the Mamluk Empire, it was manipulated by powerful warriors-slaves, a generation system 
with keeping their grandchildren are responsible for public organizations such as schools or 
clinics, and built a degree of family faithfully while some sultans began to loosen limitations 
on relations and legacy. 

This ultimately described that even though it was served the Mamluk Sultanate by the 
slavers, they could also claim to be sultans. What were no clear rules, causing inner turmoil 
and blood feud was succession. 

By the Mongols, it was ultimately taken advantage of this. In 1399, by them, it assaulted the 
Mamluks and plundered Aleppo. 

By the Ottomans, it held the army under civilian control and next, under pressure from the 
growing population due to large grain payments, and loosened the Janissary celibacy rules. 
Even though it was handled to command the dynastic power between the Janissaries and 
the sultans for a time by the Ottomans, these controls and equilibriums, like the empire itself, 
ultimately didn't achieve. 

Chapter 6 - Tribalism was finished by religion just in Europe 
and real estate rights were given to human-beings. 

It has been seen by us how family-centered tribalism and despotism can stop a community. 
Well, have you ever thought about why did not these trends seem to be the exact dimension 
in Europe? 

During a set of social standards or rules that switched the inherently of families and estates 
ownership, the Catholic Church in Europe was converted to a central authority, and thanks 
to it, tribalism was disrupted. By the church, some stuff was forbidden such as close 
consanguineous marriage, marriage with widows of deceased relations, arrogation, and 



divorcement. Conventionally, with such social arrangements, it has been assisted tribal 
groups hold their real estate within their groups. 

Thanks to the church, the quantity of land the church owned by permitting females to have 
real estate and leave a legacy to the church was also increased. 

It was formally announced by Pope Gregory the church to be free of the government, which 
guided Worms Concordat in 1122. In the Concordat of Worms, it was predicted that it 
couldn’t longer be elected the pope by the Holy Roman Emperor. 

What was the beginning of the improvement towards the code of law was that: a regular 
collection of laws for the government. Next, it was established by a monk named Gratian, the 
initial official university in 1140, and reinforced the Decretum, a particular rule of law. Thanks 
to these steps, the state was further centralized. 

Although the dyne-relied code of law improved outside of Europe, the government was not 
equilibrium like it did in the West. 

For instance, it was theoretically given the Islamic authorities the code of law in the Mamluks 
and the Ottomans. Nevertheless, state power has not been controlled by the Islamic 
competent as much as their Christian equivalents. In the fifteenth century, it could be 
enacted secular codes without the consent of the dyne authorities by the Ottoman sultan. 

In 1877, it was regulated sharia rule, with the Catholic Church normalizing the canonical law 
by the Ottomans. But the same legitimacy had never been won. The different failed trial 
occurred in 1772 when the British East India Company tried to implement Hindu law to 
Indian Hindus in an exact way as the European religious code. What was miscomprehension 
was the code, and later, it ultimately fell down. 

Chapter 7 - What a government requires to survive is 
legitimacy, however, nor liability of explaining or control of 
power was not needed. 

How was a united government without the code of law or political liability of explaining 
prevailed by China? 

By a powerful government, it can be survived without the code of law providing that it thinks 
the community is legit. In China, it was gained their legit from the Mandate of Paradise - the 
opinion that authority had been full by rulers in return for sustaining social peace by a noble 
family. 

Recorded rules or options were not found to decide specifically who owned the Mandate of 
Paradise. Nevertheless, provided that they toppled the rulers, legitimacy is being typically 
won by the next person leading. 

In Europe, it was developed by several institutions and rules by the governments. In 
human-beings from distinct social status, such as aristocrats, dyne managers, or townsfolk, 



it was responded distinctively to these variations. What will define whether the government 
will be an autocrat or accountable to its citizens is that. 

In Russia, an authoritarian government was improved like China. By the Russian 
government, the estate was distrained on and imposed huge taxes on the poor. 

In the sixteenth century, it was endorsed by out-of-gallery opirichniki, black-clad riders who 
threatened individuals and distrained on real estate by IV Ivan. During this period, there were 
a lot of numbers between 4,000 and 10,000 enrollees of the aristocracy were killed. 

Consequently, the people who became reliant on the government at the finish of the 
seventeenth century were the Russian elites. By them, servicing in the army was realized. 
The people who joined the soldiery at a young age were them, and later, they were raised on 
merit and lived in the system for life. 

Therefore, the rebellious soul was not nurtured in Russia during this time due to the absence 
of union between non-government social societies. It could be overworked by the nobles, 
their serfs as much as they desired. Since the royals, Gentry, and the government were also 
contingent upon taxing the villagers, the villagers' movements were restricted to connect 
them to the ground. The people who were massively affected by family bonds and patronage 
were the Russian government, at its highest stages. 

Chapter 8 - Degenerate methods were implemented to finance 
wars by extremely centralized governments, unable to check 
their elites. 

The exact facts of life are Death and Taxes. If you're not rich in seventeenth-century France 
or Spain. 

Since thanks to the rule of law in taxation, Western European rulers were constrained, other 
ways were researched to boost cash for battle by some others. 

In the seventeenth century, the debt of France and Spain was a very huge amount. By 
human-beings in both nations, it was made a trial to combat taxation but were unable to 
unite to do so. By the commonwealth, it was converted stronger and centralized, while 
weakening the local elite, governments, and courts of law. 

In both Spain and France, money was gathered as selling offices and headlines to the 
biggest tenderer. Authority converted special and heritage: in the bourgeoisie, it could be 
purchased official appellations and transfer it onto their kids. 

Due to France and Spain being absolutistic, it was ruled without a representational 
combination that could control their activities, involving taxation systems by them. 

As there was also no shape of recording, which defined that the wealthy could partially 
escape estate taxes. However, it could not be escaped by the poor one due to the 
agricultural and imposts inflicted on them were much more difficult to evade. 



Neither commonwealth did not pay again their debts. By the French government, their 
subjects were even pushed to switch their coins for banknotes, after which they decreased 
their worth. They threatened to capture subjects who did not admit the discounted switch 
rate. 

Well sure, while a great revolution had ultimately happened in France, escaping it was 
accomplished in the Spanish government. Rather, in Spain, it was converted on a heritage of 
family-relied bias to its colonies in the Fresh (or called New) World. 

The New World provided these elites had even fewer restrictions. Without commonwealth 
intervention, rich settlers could become wealthier thanks to purchasing novel grounds and 
transferring them to their families. By the novel elites, it was becoming incomplete 
landowners and controlled the public like a slave. This ultimately quitted a patrimonial 
heritage that can be seen even nowadays by us. 

Chapter 9 - Responsible states can be shaped when the elite 
boundaries commonwealth authority for the welfare of the 
community. 

Thanks to Magna Carta in 1215, the British royalty has pushed the monarchy into a 
constitutional agreement. After seven years, although an alike improvement took place in 
Hungary, the ways of the two countries were extremely distinct. Okay but why? 

Before it was established by the United Kingdom commonwealth, the king's security against 
the non-elite had already been built. What was already restricted was the king's power. 

In Britain, it was already extremely centralized in 1066 after the Norman victory. By the 
Normans, novel laws were published defending people from looter landowners. 

Where defined that at 1200, tenants bound to their ground could purchase, sell, and rent real 
estates without the landlord's permission was the Common Rule. Be females, it can be 
owned terrain and engagement without a male protector. 

The British Parliament not only presented aristocrats and pastorates but also involved 
townspeople and real estate owners. Affirmed taxes and eliminated inefficient officers. In the 
case of King Charles I, taxes were once increased without parliament's permission, and he 
was decapitated! 

By the British state, it has actively sought to decrease degenerateness. For instance, a fresh 
exchequer bill was produced and the bonds were traded on the transparent civil market. 

Further reforms were made after King II. James was dethroned in 1688. It couldn’t longer be 
applied to policy without Parliament's permission by the king. 

However, what does not automatically build political liberty is constitutional boundaries on 
commonwealth authority. This was the situation in Hungary. 



In Hungary, while the commonwealth was very vulnerable, non-commonwealth actors were 
very strong. Unlike different communities in Europe, it could not be reformed by the 
government, their economy, or army. 

Due to Hungarian villagers not having lawful security, royal estates controlled them. And it 
was not empowered by the king to collect enough taxes from them for protection by these 
royals. 

Although the Golden Bull was named as the variation of Hungary of the Magna Carta, in it, a 
weak king was just raised and a ruthless oligarchy. Hungary, which could not be centralized 
sufficiently to protect itself, was taken by the Mongols in 1241 and followed by the Ottomans 
in 1526. 

Chapter 10 - The Commonwealth either collapses or thrives 
due to historical crashes, institutional switches, and the social 
war effort. 

Well, what outcomes can be extracted from the whole of this by us? Which classes are 
learned by us about whether the commonwealth will develop or not through history? 

In general, government agencies are rotting since they are too strict, too patronizing, or both. 
By government institutions, it must be kept going to embrace to switch in their social or 
physical circumstances. By commonwealth that prefer relatives and friends to unipersonal 
meritocracy will fatally corrupt. 

For instance, when Manchu powers penetrated Ming China, it was not collected any land 
taxes to grow its protection by the government. What often influenced the elite who 
inherently set against them was such taxes and had the authority to happen so. This is an 
instance of a functionless balance. 

The functionless balance happens when it is protected by the status quo for the advantage 
of special little segments of the community, rather than making developments for all of the 
community by a government. Sometimes, unless a commonwealth experiences fundamental 
shifts for the advantage of the elite alone, it can guide to its downfall like Ming China. 

Eventually, it is developed by the commonwealth through a union of opinions about an 
economic extension, social mobilization, controls, equilibriums, and legit. 

In Britain and Denmark, an equilibrium between the elements of the political order was 
eventually provided. However, in Denmark, it was seen less extended severity, inner battle, 
or class struggle than Britain. 

What was a milestone for Denmark was the Protestant Reformation in 1536. It was opened 
by the Lutheran Church that schools the whole country and promoted knowledge to read and 
write among the villagers. 

Serfdom was finished in 1792 and the villagers could have the area. After slavery was 
removed, the king weakened and recruited landlords. Thanks to a guide by a Lutheran 



priest, it was started as a political action that allowed more extended voting rights in 1849 by 
the farmers. 

Thus, by a commonwealth, it can either be "go to Denmark" or own a steady, fair, and 
comprehensive community through a union of political improvement, transformation, and 
fortunate historical crashes. 

The Origins of Political Order: From Prehuman Times to the 
French Revolution by Francis Fukuyama Book Review 

Ever since the state-building operation started, governments have had to fight against 
individuals' inherent bias to promote their families. In distinct areas, this event has been 
managed differently: by army slavery, dictatorships, dyne-relied hierarchies, or other means. 
After all, governments with equilibrium control over state power and giving security to 
ordinary individuals are the most influential ones. 
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